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Dear J. Coker, 

It has been a long time since I wrote or even thought about the minoing frame 
of the Zapruder film. 

However, Xt is my reoolleetion that in no case did I refer to any frame; 
missing from any version other than the original. 

Copies were made iooediatoly in Dallas. I havo roan= to eeliove snore copies 
than are accounted for officially. I know about the official copies, mere than is 
in the Warren Comoissionlz rscorda. There must be much I do not know about unofficial 
copiea made from the original. only. 

In my  belief the greatest value of the otiosiag frames is the material they 
hold that is eliminated. automatically when copies aro ..ads. thin Jo to; exp000d film 
between the sprocket hoiee. It does not show in projection, either. 

This existo L- the originol only in may underotondimo. 

You ask, 	moch would they be worth if a per eon four." them?" 

Whether you Aeon one of the unofficial copies made from the original or not 
you can mean how rnimnh  woulu the' be worth to use and how ouch could the :narksel 
cemonne. I'll respond to both. 

I could not pay anything for them. Not only because i haven t the money and have 
not made money from this work. I don't believe they can hold anything not now known 
by other means. But if they did, which I could know by examination only, I would not 
be able to pay much. (Actually, I'd have more interest is a clearer. Soo copy than 
the one I have for those occasions on which I might want to make a close study to 
compare the film with other ovidonco I develop constantly.) 

Coomeroially the day when the film can or will comeand any significant uric° 
iapast. Life/Time reverted all the rights to the Zaruder family. They appear to 
have been able to rake not a sinble sale of any kind. All the likely TV use is 
post. It ham been on °coot-to-coast TV many tires hero ono  abroad. Countless 
indiviaual stations have shown it. I'm sure all kept videotooes. I have let my film 
be copied this Noy without oharging a penny of anyone. 

If you have these frames in oither foom and you would like me to examine them 
closely, I'll do it for you if you send me clear prints made from it or clear trans-
parencies. I'll not stoil them. If you want me to do this I raccrad good nackoging 
and registered rail. 

To all except the few authentic experts, which is a much, much smaller number 
than you'd iocgine from publicity, the value in an original copy is souvenir value. 
Tbis can vary with the purchaser's curiosity and moans. Ay emm copy, not the best 
but clear enough for comprehension at public showinos, cost me e8.00. While I'd 
like to have a clearer copy I've Mori all trio work without pay or subsidy and 
can't afford much. I would also like: to have a bo;ter copy to Leave. with my files* 
They will become a schehrly archive for students of the future. 

There in no way for ne to oske anything froo any oory of t e film or any frames. 
Profit motive can't ernrter into it because if I had such a copy and at some later 
time it had more value to soneorw for curiosity purpose I'd not part with it in 
order to leave it to this archive.And. I do think more frames are miosino than I 
mention in sy carliest writIng. 

Did you know other films are missing entirely? 

Sineeooly, 
Harold Weinberg 


